
STRAIGHT TO
YOUR ESSENTIAL NEEDS





ABOUT
Invest in FTMH quality to make your work safer and more efficient.

FTMH is a company founded on a system of values whose primary target is 
customer satisfaction.

The dynamic management, the professionalism of the technical team and the 
drive towards innovation make it one of the reference partners in the market 
for container and general cargo handling vehicles.

Since 2014, the safe management of Ottavio Artoni and Simone Sartori made 
it possible for the FTMH technical team to reach the highest quality standards. 
Their choice of putting together all the skills acquired over years of experience 
in the sector to create a common project, has given life to a company which 
wants to be first and foremost a synonym of quality.

In this aspect, FTMH has distinguished itself for the rapidity in successfully 
conceiving and creating new models and ranges that comply with the 
various international regulations and more recently, in developing a 
project for fully electric vehicles that can be used by customers who are 
most attentive to the new trends in terms of environmental sustainability.  
Over the past years, the company has developed into a system provider 
offering not only products but also various services and solutions.

Quality of the product range, completely customizable 

and 100% Made in Italy, quality in customer service, 

available on site in various countries of the world, and 

quality in innovation.



SERVICES
A partner always by your side.

Production Efficient Transportation and Easy Set-Up

Research and development, manufacture and sales are carried out in 

Brescello (Italy). This ensures that the skills for the manufacture of Empty 
Container Lift Trucks, Forklift Trucks, Reach Stackers as well as special 
attachments and associated services are concentrated in one location. For 
this purpose, state-of-the art production facilities and a contemporary office 
infrastructure are available.

Every product line provides a complete range of models in

many different versions. With both their technical excellence
and acknowledged quality, FTMH products offer a maximum of
customer benefits in practical applications.

All components in FTMH’s equipments have a space-saving-design and 

weights are optimized so allowing for smooth transportation for both road 
and sea transport.

Thanks to the minimum set-up work, the machine can be quickly
mobilized between production facility and user’s terminals so promoting 
economic deployments. 



A well-organized network of highly qualified, experienced engineers and 
technical specialists is available for our customers to ensure shortest response 

and highest productivity. Permanent readiness for operation is a prerequisite 
for smooth and efficient application on the customer site.

FTMH original spare parts are optimally suited to FTMH machines and 
fulfil the highest quality standard increasing cost-effectiveness and value 
retention. A comprehensive parts stock is held at our headquarter and by 
various service centres and a standardized distribution ensures fast delivery 

to the customer.

A reliable service partner FTMH original parts



EMPTY CONTAINER LIFT TRUCKS
Pioneers of the past. Partners for the future.

Innovation, new ideas, reliability, engineering, productivity, safety issues have 
always been key words in the process of conceiving and designing the FTMH 
Empty Container Lift Trucks.

FT 20 is developed for 5 and 6 high stacking, to provide maximum quality 
in form of system simplicity and reliability. Excellent visibility and superb 

stability. FT 20H is very simple to use and to maintain.

FT 25 is a unique machine able to reach high lifting height while remaining 
steadily sticked on earth. Designed for operating and keep going under the 

most extreme and adverse conditions FT 25 stacks in 7th , 8th , 9th height 
without compromising performances, driver’s comfort and productivity.

Both ranges aiming to provide to different users and applications the highest 
performances and lowest cost per lift for the job are also available in “Double 
Box” version and move containers like no one has ever seen.

FTMH “Double Box” telescopic spreader grants full visibility of the hooks at 
any stacking position as well as total safety thanks to its side clamping system 
and the strong upper container back-rest.





EMPTY CONTAINER LIFT                TRUCKS

8 TON

6 X 8”6”

TWIST LOCKS TYPE.
SINGLE BOX.

4200

FT 20 H6

9 TON

6 + 1
CONTAINER
8’6”

HOOK TYPE WITH 
SIDE CLAMPS. 
DOUBLE BOX.

4200

FT 20 H6 DB

8 TON

7 X 8’6”

TWIST LOCKS TYPE.
SINGLE BOX.

4200

FT 25 L7



EMPTY CONTAINER LIFT TRUCKS

FT 25 H7 FT 25 H7 DB FT 25 H8

9 TON

7 X 8”6”

TWIST LOCKS TYPE.
SINGLE BOX.

4500

10-11 TON

7 + 1
CONTAINER
8’6”

HOOK TYPE WITH 
SIDE CLAMPS. 
DOUBLE BOX.

4500

TWIST LOCKS TYPE.
SINGLE BOX.9 TON

8 X 8”6” 4500

10-11 TON

8+ 1
CONTAINER
8’6”

HOOK TYPE WITH 
SIDE CLAMPS. 
DOUBLE BOX.

4500

FT 25 HB DB



The perfect solution Innovation and Special Application

Flexibility

Power

The result of more than 40 years of experience in material handling, years of 
development, of innovation, of close contact with our customers. FTMH wins 
the test by strength, by technology, by competitivity and have set the standards 
of quality and performance for the whole industry. With a wide range from 15 

up to 52 ton capacity our Forklift Trucks are everywhere known as the perfect
solution to any heavy lift requirement.

Over the past years, FTMH has developed into a system provider 
offering not only products but also various services and solutions. 

Hundreds of working environment applications, thousands of 
market’s feed-backs, millions of working-hours record. The reliability 
of our forklifts comes from a long story of real experience.

FTMH Forklifts Trucks are thought to embody strength with manoeuvrability, 
so to provide the basis for an unmatchable machine flexibility that is then 
completed by the infinite design solution.

Tough and strong, designed for operating in the most extreme conditions, 
FTMH Forklift Trucks continue to work hard even after thousands of hours, 
raising standards of quality, retaining the highest residual values after
years.

FORK LIFT TRUCKS





15 TON

1225

4000
DUPLEX

3500

20 TON

1225

4000
DUPLEX

4000

16 TON

1225

4000
DUPLEX

3500

26 TON

1225

4000
DUPLEX

4500

18 TON

1225

4000
DUPLEX

4000

16 TON

1225

4000
DUPLEX

4750

FTF 15-12

FTF 20-12

FTF 16-12

FTF 26-12

FTF 18-12

FTF 28-12

FORK LIFT TRUCKS

LIFTING CAPACITY LIFTING HEIGHTLOAD CENTER (MM) WHEELBASE (MM)



33 TON

1225

4000
DUPLEX

4750

45 TON

1225

5100
DUPLEX

5500

36 TON

1225

4000
DUPLEX

5000

48 TON

1225

5100
DUPLEX

6000

42 TON

1225

5100
DUPLEX

5500

52 TON

1225

5100
DUPLEX

6000

FTF 33-12

FTF 45-12

FTF 36-12

FTF 48-12

FTF 42-12

FTF 52-12

FORK LIFT TRUCKS

LIFTING CAPACITY LIFTING HEIGHTLOAD CENTER (MM) WHEELBASE (MM)



REACH STACKERS

Superior by technology, the FTMH Reach Stackers have, soon after their appearance, reached 
a prime position in the preferences of the market. They are everywhere synonymous of top 

performances, highest productivity and best value for money. In one word: an outstand 
winning machine, handling the future.

Thanks to their robust design they are suited to continuous operation in material handling.

FTMH Reach Stackers are used for a wide variety of applications, mostly for the empty 
and laden container handling with telescopic top spreader for 20’ – 30’ – 40’ containers. In 
addition /alternative to the spreader the FTMH Reach Stackers can be equipped with:

•  Piggy-Back for intermodal application

•  Coil ram

•  Electro-Magnet

•  Steel slab clamp

•  Fixed or hydraulic winched hook

Moreover, thanks to its unique quick hydraulic coupling system, the FTMH Reach Stackers 
can be fitted with any kind of handling tool needed, in a matter of minutes.





FT 10-50

FT 45-60H

FT 13-50

FT 45-65 (H)

FT 45-60

FT 45-70

REACH STACKERS

LIFTING CAPACITY SPREADERSTACKING HEIGHT WHEELBASE (MM)

10-8-5

6 X 8’6”

20’- 40’

5150

13-9-5,5

6 X 8’6”

20’- 40’

5150

45-32-16

5 X 9’6”

20’- 30’- 40’

6000

45-35-19

5 X 9’6”

20’- 30’- 40’

6000

45-32-16
45-37-20 (H)

5 X 9’6”

20’- 30’ - 40’

6500

45-40-22

5 X 9’6”

20’- 30’- 40’ 

7000



REACH STACKERS

LIFTING CAPACITY SPREADERSTACKING HEIGHT WHEELBASE (MM)

FT 45-60 PB

FT 45-65 PB FT 45-65 H PB

42-28-12

5 X 9’6”

20’- 30’ - 40’
WITH PIGGY BACK

6000

45-31-14 45-32-14

5 X 9’6” 5 X 9’6”

20’- 30’- 40’
WITH PIGGY BACK

20’- 30’- 40’
WITH PIGGY BACK

6500 6500

FT 45-60 H PB

FT 45-70 PB

45-31-14

5 X 9’6”

20’ - 30’ - 40’
WITH PIGGY BACK

6000

45-36-18

5 X 9’6”

20’- 30’ - 40’
WITH PIGGY BACK

7000



Upgrade & Improvement

Key feature

Through targeted upgrading and retrofitting, it is possible to improve the 
versatility of the machines and open up new fields of application, thus 
increasing its value through greater flexibility and higher diversification. All 
this at a relatively low cost of investment.

As full-service provider for container and general cargo handling FTMH offers 
a range of attachments developed and manufactured in-house. Different tools 

and carrier machines can thus be ideally matched with each other.

•  Piggy-Back for intermodal application

•  Tiltable spreader

•  Coil ram, log holding clamps

•  Electro-Magnet

•  Steel slab clamp

•  Fixed or hydraulic winched hook

•  Pipe Handling Attachment (in diversified configurations)

•  Triple stage masts

•  Fleet management systems

SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS





Via Galileo Galilei, 13 | 42041 Brescello (RE) – Italia
Telephone: (+39) 0522 480625 | Fax: (+39) 0522 480160

Email: info@ftmh.it

www.ftmh.it


